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A copse of aging elms crowned by the steel 
limbs of a hydro tower blocked my view, but 
not the scent, of the new mown hay. Nor did 

the elms muffle the monotonous chuckle of the trac-
tor raking the hay into stukes. The Nashwaak River, 
sapped of its customary vigour by drought, sought 
to maintain a measure of respect by arguing noisily 
with the stones blocking its downstream progress. 
I eavesdropped without attention while munching 
lunch on a rock stool permanently fixed at the point 
where the quarrel ended. 

The sun had quartered the sky since I’d entered 
the water with damp streaks of early morning dew 
on my vest. Eight times the pool had suffered be-
neath the soles of my boots and eight of my favour-
ite flies had fondled its lies. For the last half hour 
of purposeful angling a White Wulff had floated 
repeatedly along twenty feet of a seam, a ‘special 
edge’ rippling ten yards away—an edge where the 
current’s fresher spirits gripped and invigorated the 
listless contents of a somnolent eddy. But now, re-
duced to a sodden conglomeration of white materi-
als, the fly served only to amuse me as I flicked it re-
peatedly on ten feet of line into the streamy tendril 
curling around my feet.

Uncounted casts later, in full view, a grilse 
streaked across river from the ‘special edge’, grasped 
the fly firmly, and headed back. Bemused or befud-
dled by this nervy display, I did nothing. Halfway 
home the string ran out, the grilse felt the hook and 
indicated its displeasure by leaping up to eye level 
and return-airmailing my fly.

Does the encounter deserve analysis? At least for 
me it makes a statement about Atlantic salmon and 
angling for them. But let’s preface my opinions with 
a bit of natural history.

Atlantic salmon spawn in their natal rivers in the 
fall. The eggs hatch the following spring and several 
months later the fry develop into parr. Now they 
look like small trout but with distinct vertical bar-
ring, called, not surprisingly, parr marks. Feeding 
mostly on insects, they develop at a rate dependant 
on the fertility of the stream, and normally two to 
four years later are ready to go to sea. Just prior to 
departure, another spring event, parr acquire a sil-
very coating and become smolts.

Once at sea they follow migration paths un-
changed for eons, feeding rapaciously and grow-
ing rapidly. The progeny of some rivers travel great 

Figure 1–1: A hatchery parr.

Figure 1–2: A smolt found dead beside the LaHave River. 

Figure 1–3: A nickle-bright grilse is returned to the Cloud River (NL).

Figure 1–4: Magnificent 3-sea-winter fish about to be released back 
to the Du Gouffre River (PQ).
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distances while others remain closer to home. Now 
one of nature’s survival mechanisms asserts itself. 
Some salmon return to their birthplace having 
spent only one winter in the ocean; these are the 
grilse. Others will remain at sea for two or more 
winters before making the journey back home and 
rate the title salmon. To avoid needless repetition, 
from here on both salmon and grilse will be referred 
to as salmon unless the distinction is necessary. The 
size of a salmon is directly related to the number of 
sea-winters spent in the ocean but no one is certain 
what coded genetic instruction determines which 
ones will return while others stay. Certainly the 
nature of the river, height of falls, etc., will impose 
selection criteria, and some rivers see only multi-
sea-winter fish.

Virtually without exception they ascend the river 
they left to begin the process anew. The few that 
stray are available to increase genetic diversity and 
restock rivers struck by natural or man-made dis-
asters. Both grilse and salmon are fertile and even 
a macho parr can be a daddy—although clearly less 
successfully than a full-grown buck. 

Exactly when the salmon enter a stream and how 
quickly they move to spawning areas depends on 
preprogramming and water levels. A lack of water 
will often hold the migrants near the river mouth, 
or below the head of tide, until conditions improve. 
With late-spring/early-summer and fall being the 
favoured seasons because of consistent water levels, 
some rivers see salmon entering either early or late 
while others get runs at both times. For example, 
the LaHave River in Nova Scotia gets most of its 
fish in June, whereas a few hundred miles away, the 
Margaree River is noted for a run of big salmon in 
September-October. Sadly, both in North America 
and abroad, the numbers of early-run salmon—
often called springers—have declined precipitous-
ly.  A few streams, generally large rivers like the 
Miramichi, are blessed with fresh run fish during 
most of the season. Variations in appearance and 
average size may be quite pronounced between runs 
in the same river and often the fish will be heading 
for different spawning areas.

Once in the river salmon move quickly given suf-
ficient water, but advance slowly and intermittently 
under less favourable conditions. Natural obstacles 
may influence these movements significantly; for 
example, a falls may only be passable when flows 

Figure 1–6: River À Mars (PQ) weir; salmon ladder centre right. 

Figure 1–7: The way home is perilous; Grande Rivière River (PQ).

Figure 1–5: Mended kelt, Northwest Miramichi River (NB).
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Figure 1–8: Salmon will begin spawning above a naturally impassable barrier if given a helping hand; Vestura River (Iceland) fishway.

reach a certain volume. Salmon are very adapt-
able, and while wanting to reach the same patch of 
gravel from which they hatched, should conditions 
preclude this they will spawn over any satisfactory 
bottom. This isn’t an efficient distribution of pro-
geny over the suitable habitat but it beats wasting 
the journey. After spawning, the salmon, now called 
kelts, drop back to the salt water immediately, or 
over-winter in the river and return to the ocean just 
after ice out in the Spring. A percentage of kelts re-
gain their strength and return to spawn again, occa-
sionally several times—another survival tool; some 
head for the northern feeding grounds but others 
only spend the summer in the estuary before reen-
tering. The proportion of multiple spawners varies 
from one river system to another, but the number 
in normal years for the Miramichi system is esti-
mated to be 20–30% of the large salmon returns.

During the journey to the redd, or spawning 
beds, conventional wisdom says that the salmon 

don’t feed. This has often been disputed by point-
ing out the fatal attraction of a worm (legal in some 
European rivers) and instances where salmon rise 
like trout to a hatch of mayflies. I watched the for-
mer tactic succeed, once, and witnessed the latter 
event several times. My favourite analysis of this 
apparent puzzle was made by an eminent Scottish 
salmon biologist, who, after some period of discus-
sion on the subject, is reported to have said with 
some pique, “salmon do not feed, but fortunately 
for you anglers, they do take food.” While at first 
glance this statement meets all the requirements 
of an extended oxymoron, a little reflection re-
veals its perfection. Salmon, in common with many 
other anadromous species, experience physio-
logical changes prior to spawning and the urge to 
procreate pushes other considerations aside. They 
have evolved the capacity to make the spawning 
run without requiring additional energy sources. 
However, they are low on the scale of evolution and 
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so it can be expected that they would retain some 
vestige of the fresh water feeding pattern which is 
highly developed in parr, as well as an attraction to 
“imitations” of their sea meals. 

This response to objects which approach their lies 
is, thankfully, individual in nature. I have seen sal-
mon take bits of twigs and leaves, rise to seed puff-
balls, and chase minnows. I don’t find this surpris-
ing. Experienced trout fishers will have encountered 
trout who take almost everything that drifts by into 
their mouths in order to assess its food value. Parr, 
being in a desperate competition for food, are no dif-
ferent. As adults, they are merely reacting, albeit ir-
regularly, to this deeply imprinted instinct. Further, 
it makes sense that an object exhibiting signs of life 
is more likely to contain food value and is thus more 
attractive to an instinctive predator. Another argu-
ment put forward to support this position is that 
grilse, which are closer in time to the fresh water 
feeding pattern, are frequently freer takers of a fly 
than multi-sea-winter salmon—both at times seem 
to have shrimp on the brain!

I don’t want to ride the legs out from under this 
hobby horse because, indisputably, at least some 
salmon take an artificial fly. But how does all this re-
late to my reluctant grilse? Perhaps a hundred times 
that Wulff floated right over its head, and then as 
many more times it watched it drift submerged, 
thirty feet away. Individuality, I suppose! Some 
salmon are simply a harder sell than others, and in 
many cases they won’t buy at all. So now to my sug-
gestions for drumming up prospects and hawking 
your wares. 

Figure 1–10: Stocking a tributary to the Mushamush River (NS).

Figure 1–11: Too low to travel; Casla River (Ireland).

Figure 1–9: Great Falls on the Humber River (NL) is usually pass-
able, but a blasted channel (lower right) gives salmon a helping hand. 

Figure 1–12: One 50# (+) salmon in a lifetime is cause for rejoicing; Norway’s Tana River doubly blessed Ivar Hauge.



Upriver transportation, North Branch Southwest Miramichi River (NB)




